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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Friday 6th June 2014 6.15pm
Ickworth House, Horringer, Bury St. Edmunds, IP 29 5QE

AGENDA

1. To consider and approve the minutes of the last AGM on 7th.June 2013.
2. To review and approve a report from the Committee on the affairs of the Constituent Body

since 7th. June 2013
3. To receive a Financial Report.
4. To consider any other motion or business duly proposed in accordance with Rule 8.5

Note: The following amendments/alterations to the Constitution have been approved by EC
Management Committee:

5. To confirm the election of a President-elect, ECRU Ltd. for the Season 2015/16.
6. To elect Officers and Committee for the ensuing year

The nominations of the Officers and Committee are:-

Officers Management Committee
President J. Taylor Chair of Governance R. Watson

Deputy Chairman TBA
Chair of Finance P. Clarke
CBRDP-Chair-Elite Group TBA

Hon. Secretary R. A. Pierson Chair-Club Player Group R. Cowie
Chair Community Rugby J. Winders

Hon. Treasurer P .Clarke Volunteer Co-ordinator G. Underwood
Referees Representative TBA

Chairman J. Phoenix Chair of Marketing & Communications R. Clarke
Chair- Discipline H. Davies

Hon Asst. Secretary R. Watson Chair – Competitions J. Mackay
Safeguarding Manager M. Pratley
Sub-County Representatives One each
(to be proposed by each sub-county)

7. To consider any other business of which due notice has been given. Note: no notice of such
business has been received by the Hon. Secretary by the due date.

8. To hear any other relevant matter for the consideration of the Committee during the ensuing
year, but on which no voting shall be allowed.

By order of the ECRU Ltd. Committee

Roger Pierson,
Hon. Secretary 16th May 2014
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PRESIDENT

This season has been dynamic, an era of change and adjustment within the CB. ECRU are certainly
not standing still.

Rugby is still taking place. There are Senior XV Bill Beaumont Cup Competition games yet to be played
and other competitions within the CB have still to run their course.
I have had the enjoyment of supporting the EC U20 Campaign, who after winning all their Pool Games
were knocked out by a strong Northumberland side at the quarter final stage. Northumberland have
gone on to win their semi-final against Gloucester 44-7 and go on to meet Yorkshire in the National
Final at Twickenham.

The RFU Adult Competitions Review is to be voted on in the coming months. The results of this will
have a positive effect on Rugby going forward.

My predecessor Harry Moore chaired a review group, aimed at increasing the number of adult players
with the Eastern Counties. In turn, I am delighted that, this has led to the EC Competitions review
which is to be implemented at the beginning of the 2014/2015 Season.
The CB link with Belgium as part of the RFU Unity Project is ongoing.

The World Cup, on home soil, is only a Season Away. We can look forward to this event which will
once again raise the profile of our sport at local level.

I have been welcomed by Clubs large and small, for this I thank them all. As always I must
acknowledge the monumental contribution made, at all levels, by volunteers without whom our
ongoing success would not be possible.

Let us all strive to keep it honest, straightforward and as simple as possible whilst all pulling together
for the greater good of Rugby Football.

Teamwork, Respect, Enjoyment, Discipline, Sportsmanship.

John Taylor
President
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SECRETARY

It’s time to reflect on another season of mixed fortune within Eastern Counties, and, like the Curate’s
egg, there is some good, and some not-so-good to reflect upon.
With the season hardly underway, we lost the services of Bob Cranna, MBE, our then Chairman – we
must pay tribute for his enthusiasm and drive in contributing to the work of ECRU, and wish him good
fortune as a ‘retiree’.

We were fortunate in that matters were already in hand to find a Deputy Chairman, and the selection,
through the Nominations Committee, of John Phoenix, proved to be a positive move; the jump from
a Deputy role to that of ‘Head’ was one that John has made effortlessly, so the loss of Bob has been
compensated for by the contribution that John is already making; we sincerely hope that John finds
sufficient enjoyment in his role to continue for a while, and thus bring stability to our organisation.

Harry Moore has now completed his term of Office as Immediate Past President, and also leaves with
our grateful thanks; this AGM sees us voting for a President-elect, with two long-serving Volunteers
contesting this honour.

A real ‘positive’ has been the completion of the RFU providing us, at long last, with a ‘full set’ of RDOs
and CRCs. Jonathon Pearce and Sam Carpenter have busied themselves throughout the season with
some real quality work, and we are extremely pleased that our Member Clubs are now receiving the
support from HQ that will encourage sustainability.
As a result, we now have a far better working partnership with the RFU Field Staff, and despite some
hiccups with Regional Support Staff, we have a clearer idea of purpose and delivery.
Our thanks to our Area Manager the excellent Alan Royer, for his help and support in this, and many
other areas.

Before writing this little tome, I reviewed my notes of last season, and it is somewhat depressing to
see that some of the negativity that I referred to then still continues today.
Our Officers and Officials should be role models in adopting and exhibiting the ‘Core Values’ of our
Game – this underpins everything that we do, and provides some structure and purpose to our
activities. Our Members should expect nothing less from us; those that cannot live within these
Values should consider their position – they devalue the organisation and its credibility.

To all of our Management Committee Volunteers, thanks for the work that you do in supporting the
Game, and to Lisa, our Administrative Manager, thanks also for putting up with our foibles.
We wish all of our Members continued success and enjoyment in passing on our ethos to future
generations.

Roger Pierson
Honorary Secretary
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CHAIRMAN

Introduction
Having spent a number of years chairing the Stowmarket Club, I felt last year I needed a change and
had a quite word in the ear of my predecessor, Bob Cranna, at last year’s Dinner. I was informed
there was a vacancy for Vice Chair of the Organisation, to which I duly applied. During the selection
process however the role changed to that of Chair, as Bob took the decision to step down, and I
agreed to replace him. I feel it’s been a steep learning curve, as Bob left some big ‘boots to fill’, and
as I had a limited knowledge of Eastern Counties and the people that make it work, I need to
acknowledge right from the start of this report the help have received from all those involved at
Eastern Counties, but especially from Roger (Hon Sec) and Andrew (Council Member) and Lisa
(admin). I have spent the year introducing myself to the role and probably for that reason have not
been as effective as I would I liked, although I think it can also be argued that I see things with a fresh
pair of eyes , which hopefully in the next year will lead to a few tweaks to the organisation.

I have read with interest the last few reports from the previous Chairman and have decided that in
this report I will just pick on certain areas of activity that I have had cause to reflect upon. The reports
from the Committee Chairs will give you more detail of the work that has been on going through the
year.

Corporate v Volunteer
This is not an easy relationship to get right. I come from and currently work within a corporate
environment and so can understand the desire for the RFU Management to exercise corporate
control, to drive policy from the Centre and to want clear and agreed Action Plans. This sometimes
does not sit well with a Volunteer CB force who are there to put many of the plans into action, and
who have to work hand in hand with the Professional RFU staff on the ground. I believe that in Eastern
Counties we do this relatively well, but there is still room for improvement so that we make the most
of the resources that are available to us.

At the time of writing we are completing our Performance Funding Reporting (PFR) plan for season
2014/15 and reflecting on the pluses and minuses of the last Plan. It’s important that all aspects are
reflected upon, that the Plan is just not a re-hash of last years and that both the Volunteer and
Professional team take ownership.

Structure
I am sure that every Chairman has pondered the relationship between the CB and the individual
Counties, and I am no different. It is at the level of the County Unions that the Clubs have their
representation and it is then for the representatives of Suffolk, Norfolk and Cambridgeshire to
translate their wishes to Eastern Counties. For this structure to be relevant then all parties need to
engage!

Similarly at Eastern Counties level we will be reviewing our own Structure in the coming year
following recommendations to all CB’s from the RFU.

Player Development
I note from previous reports that this is always an area of change and I wish to pick out two things
that have occurred this year.
Firstly it has now been agreed that our two Premiership Clubs, Leicester in Norfolk and Northampton
in Suffolk and Cambridgeshire will be further involved in the running of Academies for ages 13 to 16.
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This will help in both Player and Coach development and I know that Adrian Gilbert is busy agreeing
the exact programme of the scheme for a start next season. Good luck to everyone involved.
Secondly I would like to make comment on the success of the Colts tournaments held this year and
the decisions made by the CB to focus this on the U17 and U18 age groups. I am told we expect 23
Clubs in Eastern Counties to enter teams next year. Congratulations to Ross Cowie on this subject.

Adult Playing Structure
There have been recent proposals from a National level that are currently being debated. The
reasoning behind these is to encourage more people to play the game, to stop the drop off of younger
adult players and to reduce travelling distances. I believe some of their proposals are flawed, but at
the CB level we are ahead of the game, thanks to the work of our Adult Player Working Group. Their
recommendations for the new league system for Eastern Counties (The Greene King Leagues) will
start next year and although it may well take a year or two to settle down I believe this will be a really
positive step for local Rugby in general.

Representative Rugby
This is one of the CB’s major expense areas and as such is often questioned. I have to say I am a
supporter and want to see players given the opportunity to represent the CB. During the season I
have attended our first U17 tournament at Cambridge, which was organised as a result of the Unity
Project we have had running with Belgium. In the event Belgium could not attend, but they have
already confirmed for next year and it would be good if we could build this into a meaningful event
with perhaps some other Countries U17”s also attending. I also seem to have covered some
significant distances supporting our U20 Team who reached the Quarter Finals of the main
competition and I will be supporting our Senior Team over the next month. Congratulations to all
players and Support staff.

World Cup and Unity Project
It is clear the biggest event on the Rugby horizon is the World Cup next year. We are busy trying to
fulfil our obligations as part of the National effort, but I believe it’s vitally important for us to
encourage Clubs to think about what it could mean to them in their local environment. By the time
this report goes out we will have held two conferences locally to focus our ideas and actions and I
hope the Clubs will feel that Andrew Sarek and his team will have provided a suitable ‘lead’ in this
area.

As part of the World Cup bid, the CB’s have been tasked to pair up with perhaps a less well developed
Rugby nation., under the banner of the Unity Project. Eastern Counties have been paired with
Belgium and we have already had visits to and from the Belgian Rugby Union where ideas have been
exchanged about Rugby Development. We can all learn from each other, with the development of
the Women’s and Girls’ game being an example of what we might learn from them.

Marketing and Communications
I can only report that this area of the CB has had a volatile year, with most of the previous Committee
standing down. I thank them all for their efforts over the last few years. We now have a new
Committee in place, which I have temporarily chaired, and I believe we are now on track to give the
CB a real boost. The first week of June will mark the launch of both a new Website and Facebook
page and we have already launched our Twitter feed. I would especially like to thank Russ Clarke and
his team for getting this together in a planned format., but I have to stress the information sent out
has to be relevant and up to date, so there is a duty on all of us to make sure we Communicate
everything that is going on.
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The Committee have cemented our relations with our main Sponsor Greene King and we continue to
try to find other forms of Sponsorship which will all go back into developing Rugby in some form
across the CB. There is still much to do in this area I believe.

Finance
As with all organisations, it just doesn’t work if the Finance is not available and I would like to thank
Pamela Clarke for her clear and up to date information. As all the Clubs are aware, this year we were
able to offer a grant of £500/Club as part of a match funded grant. I am sure the funding was
welcomed by the Clubs, but in general I have to say I am not a supporter of such schemes and we
were only able to do it because the CB was under spent in the previous year. This year it will be
important to focus on our ‘PFR’ Plan to make sure it is completed and that it is costed correctly,
something that is often not too easy to get right!

Conclusion
As I started this I intended to make the report snappy, but in thinking about everything that is going
on I have found it difficult to achieve. I have tried to point out a few of the things that I have thought
important and in which I have had some involvement, but clearly there is much more as you will read
in all the following reports.

The relationships with the RFU professional staff and the Area Management, especially Alan Royer,
are good and it will be my aim to involve them as much as we can in everything we do in the coming
year.

Most importantly though Rugby in Eastern Counties should be about the Clubs and how we promote
the Sport through them. We have a great opportunity in just over a year’s time to give the game
probably the biggest boost it has ever had, due to the World Cup being held here and we must make
sure that our Clubs are ready.

Lastly I would like to pay thanks to all the Volunteers who not only help with Eastern Counties Rugby,
but also the wider Rugby Community, in whatever capacity that may be. The increasing number of
nominations for our Volunteer Awards are a clear indication of all the good work that is going on.
Now that I have served my apprenticeship year I will look forward, if elected, to being far more
effective in season 2014/15 as we gear up to the big event in the autumn of 2015.

John Phoenix
Chairman
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FINANCE

The 2012/13 season has resulted in a surplus of £21,211, after Corporation Tax of £3,718, against a
budgeted deficit of £2,560. This has occurred due to additional income against budget from
subscriptions and increased funding for travel costs. In addition to this a number of areas did not
require their full budget allocation. At the end of the season, the CB held £210,443 in the bank and
owed £48,291 to creditors. See APPENDIX A for detailed accounts.

As a consequence of the surplus achieved the CB have funded the EC Support Grant initiative in the
2013/14 season. Grants have been awarded to 83% of eligible clubs of up to £500, which will result
in a spend of just over £22,000.

During the season work has continued on ensuring budget holders/committee chairs receive the
information required on budgets and actual income/expenditure to support the achievement of their
action plans. Regular communication and meetings have also improved the CB’s ability to forecast,
particularly into the 2013/14 season, and enable funds to be redirected where projects have been
identified.

With respect to the current 2013/14 season, the budgeted deficit is £11,226, the latest review of
income and expenditure indicates that post the payment of the EC Support Grants a break even
position is likely.

Pamela Clarke
Honorary Treasurer

CB CLUB/COMMMUNITY PLAYER DEVELOPMENT GROUP (CCPD)

This is my third year in this role; and again some really good progress has been achieved in many
areas, although, I become frustrated at times in not being able to achieve our whole agenda.

Mini Rugby
Following the rapid introduction of the New Rules of Play at U7 / U8 / U9 last season, this has been a
much quieter season with a successful upgrade at U10s. We continue to support to clubs, by assisting
them through the RFU Age Group Regulations and Guidance – naturally, there continues to be many
queries regarding age group requirements. The authorisation of Mini Festivals continues, and I trust
that clubs’ and CB preparatory work here has resulted in well managed, well governed, and enjoyable
festivals for our youngest players.

Youth Rugby
We continue to prepare a Youth Structured Season which aims to co-ordinate all Youth activity
within Eastern Counties from Eastern Counties teams, the County program through County Cups,
Development Festivals, Sevens competitions etc., in order to avoid clashes, and to enable all
partners to plan their various activities with confidence; this continues to be a great success.
Much of this season’s activity has concentrated on the development of relevant rugby
competitions. Each County ran its own Cup competitions from U13s through to U16s, including a
Plate competition for the first time in each County. Last season, we trialled festivals for County Cup
Winners and Runners-up. This season, we developed this to a “Final of Finals” Sunday, where
County Cup Winners, County Cup Runners-up, and Plate Winners at each age group played each
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other – 12 different events took place across Eastern Counties on 23rd March; I am pleased to
report that these were a huge success.

This season, Eastern Counties took the step of lowering the age qualification for the Colts Cup (and
Plate) from Under 19 to Under 18 – in line with the National Cup. In addition, we also decided to
cancel the Under 17 Cup – as there were hardly any clubs able to run their Colts teams without
significant Under 17 presence. This has reduced the effect of over-burdening Under 17 players,
eliminated duplication of playing resources and fixture congestion, in providing only one focussed
competition within the CB for senior youth players. In addition, it has allowed clubs with only a small
number of 18s to provide good youth rugby for this group. As a result, we had a record entry of 18
sides entering either the Cup or the Plate. Indeed, I believe that there may be 23 clubs in Eastern
Counties with Under 18 sides next season – a statistic which clearly bucks the national trend.
The Plate competition was designed for smaller clubs with more modest playing resources – and
without the need for strict playing regulations. 6 clubs entered in a round robin – and I believe that
every game was indeed played; unfortunately the final was a walk-over, but hearty congratulations
to Southwold on their victory. I believe that I can safely conclude that this competition was a huge
success.

The Cup competition attracted 12 entries, which were divided into 2 pools of 6. Although 2 sides
struggled in pool 1, all games in pool 2 were played. Pool one was a very close competition with Bury,
Stowmarket, Cambridge and West Norfolk all vying for the top 2 places for the semi finals, Ultimately
Bury just won the pool by one point from Stowmarket. The second pool was a tad more uneven, with
Shelford unbeaten leaders, but with Colchester and Sudbury battling it out for second place –
Colchester beat Sudbury (who came third) in the final game of the pool to join Shelford in the semis.
Both semi finals were terrific and very close games – with Colchester beating Bury by 5 points to 3 in
a tight game, and Shelford defeating Stowmarket by 36 points to 31 in an open game !
The final was a spectacular “humdinger” in front of a crowd of over 500 at Colchester. Shelford
defeated Colchester by 31 points to 25, with the lead changing hands several times, and with both
sides sharing 10 tries. May I think Wilf Lambert who has taken over the administration of this year’s
competitions, and for his assiduous attention, and assistance in steering the competition through all
manner of issues with weather delayed games, and with clubs’ commitments to the National Cup. I
believe that I can safely conclude that both competitions were a huge success.
Unfortunately, in total contrast, The Colts Sevens attracted only 4 entries – but those 4 teams enjoyed
a terrific Sunday, with Colchester re-gaining the Brian Borges Cup.

Suffolk continued to run its highly successful Sevens at The Royal Hospital School; and its
Development Festivals at U13s, U14s & U15s – although a clash with Mothering Sunday reduced
participants. Norfolk commenced its season with its successful Tens event, and completed with its
Sevens at West Norfolk. Cambs ran its own successful Sevens competition at the end of the season –
in 2014/15, it will join Suffolk in hosting this at the start of the season.

We gave greater support to a number of club run age group festivals:-
Stowmarket ran their Colts Festival in October; Colchester ran their U14 & U15 Festivals in April, Diss
ran their U13 & U14 Festivals in April, and for the first time, Eastern Counties ran an U16 Festival at
Ipswich. Eastern Counties wishes to develop the provision of these Festivals as rugby for all – in line
with the suggestions arising from the RFU Blueprint.
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Girls Rugby
There are a significant number of girls registered to play at several clubs within the CB, and many are
training at their clubs; however, no club is able to field a full side at any age group, Consequently, this
season we have tried to promote and develop girls’ activities within the CB, with a “pitch up and play”
series (to give girls game playing time) and skills development days. These started very successfully,
but the poor water in February and lack of commitment dampened the second half of the season.
We have already started to look at ways of improving this provision for next season, particularly with
an increased number of clubs starting girls’ sections. Thanks to Michael Tidder (Lakenham Hewett)
for his efforts in setting these up.
Newmarket ran their popular Girls’ Festival in April with approximately 40 attendees at all 3 girls’ age
groups.

Schools
We are starting to work much more closely with the Schools Union, and to see how we can develop
their very good work into more players at more clubs. This season, we were looking at how we could
synchronise activities with clubs and schools; although there are some super locally inspired
initiatives, we were unable to develop any CB projects in this area, with a seemingly distinct lack of
volunteers.
This is an area where we hope to use RFU Innovation funding in 2014/15 to support some new work.
Any volunteers with drive and initiative to help develop initiatives in this area will be gratefully
received.

Returners’ Festivals

2 successful events were run in the Christmas holidays – in Norfolk, and at Colchester. We all know
that there is a huge drain from the game of players between the ages of 16 and 24, with many, many
clubs running very successful youth sections, but losing players once they go to university. We wrote
to all clubs in the CB, looking for 2 or 3 clubs to run university returners festivals during the Easter
holidays either under lights, or at the weekend. This would have given clubs to the opportunity to
remain in contact with their university based players. Significant financial contribution to the cost of
running any event was available through the RFU Innovation Fund. I am disappointed that not a single
club “bit” at this offer / opportunity.

This is an area we must deliver in 2014/15 – funding is available! Again, we are looking for volunteers
to help drive this project.

Ross Cowie
Chairman CCPD

CB PLAYER PERFORMANCE PATHWAY DEV. GROUP including CLUB E.C and COACHING

Eastern Counties Player Development Programme
The Player Development Programme has continued this year within the County structures, Norfolk
duly supported by Leicester Tigers and Cambridgeshire and Suffolk by Northampton Saints.
Funding programmes remains a challenge albeit the RFU provision sustains the core programme with
generous support from both Tigers and Saints. Overall player contributions have aided greatly
towards the costs.
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Strengthening the County Team base of the development pyramid with a greater number of players
enjoying a development opportunity was the main objective as well as an enhanced flow of quality
players to and through the Eastern Counties to the U 16’ and upwards to eventually the Senior XV.
It would appear that we are progressing, although going forward the RFU have decided to implement
a further change in the structure whereby future player development delivery will be entirely through
the Saints and Tigers pathways.

The girl’s programme, on the other hand will remain an EC responsibility and at U 15 & U 18 enhanced
player development opportunities are coming to fruition thanks to the significant efforts of the
management and coaching teams which this year fulfilled the playing programme with another very
positive step forward.
The U 16 and U 18 teams completed their programmes albeit that the emphasis these days has
changed greatly from the past. In the future the matches are very much part of the selection process
for identifying prospective players solely for Division at U 16’s and at U 18’s whilst Divisional rugby
will be a stepping stone it will merely be a pathway to an England Counties U 18’s. England U 16’s will
continue but as part of the overall elite pathway over and above.

U20’s followed the success of last season by migrating to the full County Championship and only
going down in the quarter final of the County Championship to Northumberland who eventually won
the competition beating Yorkshire at the Twickenham Final. This Championship clearly provides
added value to the process that too relates to England Counties U 10 selection. Indeed Mark Bolton
has again worked tirelessly to bring together both the U 20 and Senior XV’s encouraging players to
participate. Disappointingly Clubs themselves seem to on occasions still not consider the interest of
players and also quite a few Clubs continue in failing to recognise the benefit of the programme.

The senior XV played their first game on 10th May losing to East Midlands by a solitary point in a wind
affected game and despite player availability issues. Indeed of the 22 man squad, 21 players were
newly capped and included representatives not only of the lead Clubs in the CB but also some from
Cambridge University. Challenged by the power and size of the opposition the team performed
manfully and scored 4 excellent tries the last being the final action in the game and only failing to win
with the conversion attempt against a strong wind going wide. Hopes remain high for the second
match against Durham due to be played 17th May at Bury St Edmunds.

Turning to the Ladies XV, despite significant endeavours, a delivery team was only put in place rather
belatedly and indeed gratitude goes to Malcolm Davis and Andy Hargrave who have manfully taken
on a not insignificant task of identifying players to establish a team and programme in a very short
space of time. Albeit the first game saw a loss 64 – 22 the efforts made have set Counties on a positive
path and certainly the fruit of the labours will be evidenced in the season ahead if not in the second
upcoming game.

At this time, being the conclusion of the season, it would be very remiss not to emphasise the
acknowledgement of the greatly appreciated efforts, hard work and commitment demonstrated by
all involved in the Eastern Counties Playing and Development Programmes, Coaches and Team
Managers / Organisers alike. So much work in many hours of generously given free time to support
and encourage players. Eastern Counties is equally very appreciative also of the help given by the
Clubs and Schools that made facilities and support available for training and matches.
Eastern Counties offers it’s grateful thanks to one and all.
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Eastern Counties U 20’s - Dave Masdin – Team Manager
Lead Coach - Mark Bolton Assisted by Graham Richards - Support staff Shaun Gardner; Gary Lee &
Ray Norfolk- Clarke.

After winning RFU Shield in 2013 a strong squad was identified with the ambition of endeavouring to
win the RFU National Under-20s Championship. The journey undertaken and the highlights of the
matches are as follows:

Eastern Counties 25 Bedford Blues 19 (friendly)
In a trial match versus Bedford Blues Counterparts 35 players participated in a well contested match
at Thetford as a warm up for the Championship campaign. Early tries from Malcolm Osando and
Shaq Meyers showed the strength in contact as well as quick decision making and pace of the squad.
A ‘mazy run’ from Meyers led to a further try converted by Charlie Pask, who then added a penalty
after continual pressure brought a Bedford infringement at the tackle area.

Although the game became disjointed as players needed time to familiarise themselves with
structures and the pace, all players showed determination and a clear team approach in the win.

North Midlands 24 Eastern Counties 33

Ably prepared and with many new caps, the team dominated the first quarter but did not convert
pressure into points. North Midlands forced their way into the Counties’ half with some excellent
runs through their pack. Moseley winger, Turagabeci, cut through the defence and but for Austin
would have scored a try from 30 metres. The pressure told and North Midlands scored a converted
try by Langdon, shortly followed by a penalty try, after a ruck infringement.

Momentum clearly with the home side when fly half, Spalding latched on to a good pass, from Norfolk
born Harry Brown, to score a try that he converted.

Counties pressurised at the breakdown with Bixby involved at the bottom of most rucks, but could
not dominate any first phase possession leading to a lack of ball for the gifted backs. Frustration and
the lack of possession led to a basic offside by Counties which Spalding slotted with ease - Score 24-
0 at half time.

Telling substitutions at the interval were followed immediately by Maile showing strength and pace
to fend off and drive to the line from 25 metres scoring a try converted by Pask. Minutes later Jackson,
playing his first representative game, pierced the defence, his angle of run and creating space to score
a well worked try that was duly converted.

Now dominating lineout and scrummage Counties Davis and Dodds ran with purpose forcing the
North Midlands defence onto the back foot. The support play of Maile and Phillips allowed Brock to
continually set up good ball for the backs. Fraser Beckett enforcing the game plan led to some
dextrous handling and good footwork by his brother Austin, scoring out wide - unconverted.

Pressure from a hacked through ball from Connor Austin gave Counties a penalty in front of the posts.
A set blind side moved allowed Fraser Beckett to show his pace, slicing through the defence to score
a converted try. Strong work from the restart allowed Counties to gain possession. Constant forward
pressure and incisive running by the backs pushed North Midlands back into their own 22. A
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dominant scrum won a ball against the head and Brock dived over to score. Despite late N. Mids
pressure, Eastern Counties held out to win.

Notts, Lincs and Derbs 3 Eastern Counties 32
Counties moved into the quarter finals with one game to play having two wins out of two and gaining
maximum bonus points scoring five tries. The team had a few changes and captain, Shaq Meyers
made vast inroads into the NLD defence together with Malcolm Onsando and Mike Stanway. An
early penalty from Charlie Pask into a strong wind gave Counties the start that there dominance
warranted. Sam Bixby showed excellent pace and strength to burst through the NLD defence for
Stanway to score.

After 20 minutes Meyers influence on the game was showing and from his brake out, Austin Beckett
was fed to show his speed to scorch over for a try converted by Pask. Solid defence from Counties
did not allow NLD time on the ball and Fraser Beckett showed vision and good running lines to latch
onto a pass from Connor Austin to score in the corner, Pask converting.
Sam Maile injured, with Bixby going to hooker, Dave Micklethwaite entered the game and was
destructive in the loose, often at the bottom of rucks disrupting NLD possession. Second row
Matthew Norfolk Clarke becoming dominant in the lineout, often took opposition ball giving Counties
further possession.

NLD attacked using their powerhouse forwards after half time but despite the possession they had
they never looked like crossing the Counties line with excellent defence from James Cooke, Joe Brock
and Sam Bixby. Two late tries from Stanway and Will Dodds clinched a good victory albeit Counties
could and should have put the result beyond doubt a deal earlier.

Eastern Counties 22 East Midlands 3
Powerful, positive running and some determined defence brought three tries earning Counties
victory despite falling behind to a 13th minute penalty. Gradually taking grip on the game, East Mids
only looked a threat in the closing minutes and when the match was already out of reach.

Captain Shaq Meyers scored the opening try after 24 minutes following good work by Malcolm
Onsando. Harry Stenton, who was off-target with a sixth-minute penalty, added the conversion.
Despite Sean Davis being binned following an untidy scrum after 34 minutes, Sam Harry went over
moments after, a good run by Sam Bixby setting up the opening. Stenton converted to put Counties
14-3 up at the break and he increased the lead further with a 46th minute penalty.

Onsando set up the third try with a powerful run in the 67th minute. Stopped just short of the line,
he offloaded to Bixby to drive over. East Midlands tried to hit back, twice getting close, but Counties’
defence held them at bay.

Championship Quarter-Final - Eastern Counties 5 Northumberland 42
Austin Beckett scored the final try in a game dominated from the outset by Northumberland and not
helped by the late withdrawal due to injury the day before of three key players as well as the loss of
scrum half Frazer Beckett with knee ligament damage after eight minutes. Two early penalties
missed also failed to help the cause. Northumberland bigger and stronger, were better in all phases
of the game, taking the lead after just two minutes. A second try after 26 minutes and two penalties
gave them a 20-0 interval lead with advantage taken of indifferent defending.
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A second half penalty try, two tries from open play, and another penalty were added before Counties
finally found a way through. A tap penalty saw the ball fed out wide to Austin Beckett, who shrugged
off two tackles to go over.

Mark Bolton finishes his tenure as Under 20’s Lead Coach having brought about great improvement
over the past three seasons, Eastern Counties now recognised as a competitive, fluent and, on
occasions, a flamboyant side who are hard to beat and great to watch.

Many players owe Mark a vote of thanks for their development a good number achieving London
Division and also England Counties representation.

London Division Trialists - Matthew Norfolk Clarke; Shaq Meyers; Austin Beckett; Sam Maile; Sam
Harry; Sean Davis. (Fraser Beckett & Mike Stanway were invited but were both Injured).

England Counties Under 20s Representation - Sam Harry – (Shaq Meyers selected but injured).

Squad:
Shaq Meyers (C) (Ampthill),Simon Uzokwe (Ipswich), Sam Maile (Bury St Edmunds),Sean Davis(Bury
St Edmunds), Jack Warrior (Shelford), Matthew Norfolk-Clarke(Bedford Blues),Joe Brock (Diss),Sam
Bixby (Bury St Edmund), Malcolm Onsando (Culford School), Fraser Beckett (Sudbury), Charlie Pask
(Bury St Edmund),Mike Stanway (Cambridge), Jamie Cooke (Bury St Edmund), Austin Beckett
(Sudbury), Connor Austin (Colchester), David Mickelthwaite (Norwich)
Alex Twigge(Thetford),Aaron Cole(Holt),Will Dodds (West Norfolk), Harry Winch (Peterborough
Lions), Ollie Jones (Shelford), Harry Stenton (Thetford) Toby White (Culford School), Sam Harry
(Cambridge), Tom Rhodes (Bury St Edmunds), Harry Winch (Peterborough Lions), William Levett
(Sudbury), Matthew Rhodes (Bury), Chas Hays-Burt (Colchester), John Dave (Colchester) Tom Jackson
(Holt), Tom Williams (Peterborough Lions), Jake Girdler (Diss),

Eastern Counties U 18 & U 17’s - John Mackay – Team Manager & Gary Lee Assistant.
A strong coaching team was assembled as Chris Roome and David Harvey, who have given sterling
service for a good number of years, indicated the wish to move on to other challenges. Ben Scully,
James Herbert and John Blenkharn were drafted into the group to “shadow” prior to taking over.
U 18’s - Lead Coach: Chris Roome. Assistants: David Harvey, Ben Scully, James Herbert & John
Blenkharn.

Three assessed matches against Kent (L24-10), Hertfordshire (W31-29) and Essex (W19-14). The
players acquitted themselves well despite suffering from lack of bulk in the forwards.
The Divisional selection process gave rise to some concern there being an apparent lack of clarity of
process and inconsistency of practice. Feedback along these lines was provided to the relevant
officials.

Three backs, were selected for Divisional trial; Dan Lewis, Ben Murphy and Scott Lyle. It was
unfortunate that Dan and Scott in effect were competing against each other for the Number 10 berth
and congratulations go to Dan who progressed to play for the England Schools & Clubs XV.
The coaches worked with around 40 players from a wide variety of schools and clubs and,
encouragingly, around half were young enough to move in to the U17’s and able to have another
shot at U18’s in the new season ahead.
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Sincere thanks to Chris and David on behalf of Eastern Counties and all the boys they have coached
and encouraged during their time as U 17/18’s coaches.

U17’s - Lead Coach: Ben Scully. Assistant Coaches: James Herbert & John Blenkharn.
The coaches encouraged appropriate players to put themselves “in the shop window” at the three
counties tournament between Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire played at Culford School shortly
after Christmas. A extremely worthwhile event with a number of players who might not otherwise
have had the opportunity, as a result being invited to join the squad of age-qualified players from the
autumn U18’s, together with players identified by the U16’s coaches.

The coaches determined to run with a bigger squad than hitherto with over 50 players training and/or
playing during the short season of seven training sessions and matches against Yorkshire and Surrey
followed by a Three Counties Tournament hosted at Cambridge RFC with Middlesex and Notts, Lincs
and Derby. It had been hoped that Belgium would attend but were unfortunately not able to do so
but perhaps they will in the future??
Despite losing three of the four matches, the coaches were encouraged by the skills and enthusiasm
shown by the squad and are convinced that players will progress well as they move into the U18
assessed programme.

Each player will receive brief written feedback highlighting three areas of strength and potential areas
to work on before training restarts in August.

A review of the year has been held and a programme planned for the U18’s season ahead but it has
been noted that towards the season end, some players were perhaps suffering from excessive playing
demand. There is seemingly an ever increasing number of matches be it at school, club, county or
academy levels. These being of greater intensity as well as cup or sevens’ competitions add to the
issues and compete for the demand on players with the inevitable result of the carrying of injuries or
in the worst case scenario, suffering possible “burn out”. There remains a potential risk is that some
players might be lost to the game!!

Eastern Counties U16’s - Phil Cox – Team Manager Assisted by Chris Capps-Jenner

Lead Coach: Nick Pressling Assisted by Simon Atkinson & Mark Bolton.

In many ways a frustrating season for this years’ crop of talented players. In reflection back, the need
for finalising selection in the autumn of 2013 squeezed time for squad and team development let
alone preparation for the inter-county games. Injuries to some key players, notably in the backs also
impacted the competitiveness. The number of replacements and injuries aside the team was
competitive in the games but notably it was not until the final game that the team play started to
click with by far the best display. The following players were selected for London trials:

Ben Kelland (Suffolk, RHS Ipswich, Colchester)

Jake Duffield (Norfolk, Langley, North Walsham)
Harry Simmons (Norfolk, Greshams, Holt RFC)

Harry unfortunately injured was unable to proceed in the process but both Ben and Jake were
selected for London Division. Ben represented England U 16’s whereas Jake played for an England
Roses XV v an England Lions XV.
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Middlesex 24 Eastern Counties 12 – 27th October 2013 - Staines RFC.

Highly competitive in windy conditions, from the start, it appeared that Counties would shade the
forward battle but Middlx that in the backs, especially out wide. Alex Rayment and Sam Easton were
significant in gaining possession enabling Jake Duffield to place some clever kicks driving Counties up
the field by effectively using the stiff breeze at his back. A series of driving rucks resulted in the ball
being spun right and hooker Robert Marmion dived over for an opening score. The rest of the first
half was much of the same, the ball kept tight and Middx looking to spin the ball to involve their
backs. Elliott Roberts in particular caused problems and only excellent cover tackling kept the score
line the same until half time as Middx backs tried to break free.

Middlesex started the second half with purpose and kicking the ball deep and with the wind gained
territory. A line out near the Counties line and a strong rolling maul led to a Middx score in the corner.
At 5 -5 the game became fragmented and messy at the breakdown. Regular offside and mid-field
blocking led on to a quick tap penalty from Harry Simmons who was stopped 5 meters short.
Penalised for holding on, the resultant tap saw the ball spun right and the Middx winger ran around
the outside to score almost under the posts. Alex Rayment injured in trying to prevent the grounding,
led to the game being moved to an adjacent pitch.

10 minutes to go, Counties pressured the Middx pack leading to a yellow card issued to a Middx
second row. In view of the selection assessment nature of the games, a replacement was allowed to
negate number disadvantage.

Pushing to the line, a box-kick was charged down and the ball fell to David Barclay who powered over
for Counties to score near the corner with Jake Duffield managed to slot the very difficult kick.

Player changes and with Middx aroused the Counties defence was drawn to the fringes with 5
minutes to go and an excellent converted try was scored by Middx in the corner from a ball spun
wide. Into the final seconds, trying to run the ball to level the scores, an interception of a Counties
pass saw an unopposed run to score under the posts duly converted to end Middlesex 24 Eastern
Counties 12.

Hertfordshire 16 v Eastern Counties 12 - 3rd November 2013 – Sidcup RFC.

This was the second in the three game programme. We felt that going into the game that we had a
very competitive pack but that a couple of key injuries in the backs could count against us and so it
proved.

It was a hugely competitive game that swung on an interception from the Herts 10 and long run-in
try early in the second half, and it was not until this point that EC were stung into action, piling on
the pressure near the end.

The early exchanges saw the EC pack well on top but unable to penetrate lines through the backs and
it was clear that the Herts back were very dangerous if given time and space, with constant half
breaks. Both defences were strong.

At half time, having played up the slope, EC were trailing 9-6 and feeling good about their second half
prospects, but the early try from Herts in the second half was a telling blow. As the game wore on,
EC came back into it and pressured the line on a number of occasions, being held up over the line
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twice, but serious injuries to two Herts players meant that the flow of the game was interrupted (for
the second game running we were moving pitches)

Eastern Counties 26-10 Essex - 24th November 2013 – Leys School, Cambridge.

Part of a double header at the Leys School, the Counties squad was determined to put things right
against Essex after the first two losses. Right from the start, the pack was dominant and forced
territorial advantage for most of the half. An early disallowed score for a forward pass and another
effort held up, it seemed that the strong start was not going to produce points, and so it was a relief
when Oliver Darwell-Taylor finished an excellent three quarters move run strongly through a couple
of tackles to score a try converted by Jake Duffield.

In the last 5 minutes of the half, Essex pressed and were camped on the Counties line but excellent
defence and brave tackling kept them out.

An early Essex penalty in the second half reduced the score to 7-3 but the Counties back row
continued to dominate and further driving forward play linking with the backs took Counties to the
Essex twenty two. A quick scrum and pick up from Sam Easton at No.8 led to a second unconverted
try.

Essex produced some good play to score another converted try. At 12-10, a crucial phase of the game
brought an increase in intensity at the breakdown and extra effort led to Counties gradually re-
establishing control, field position and the edge culminating in a try from Fawaz Olabooye the ball
being recycled and sent down the line to the pace of a winger. The kick converted gave breathing
space. The last 10 minutes saw a penalty awarded a distance out. The Tom Emery kick struck the left
upright and the ball bounced down to rampaging Freddie Playford to score the final try excellently
converted to give a final score 26-10.

Squad:
Roberts, Marmion, Pocket, Kelland, Trinder, Cox, Rayment, Easton, Simmons, Duffield, Sanday,
Nicholson, Olabooye, Darwell-Taylor, Montgomery, Cooper, Thorpe, Hawkins, Bodrozic, Playford,
Emery, Sumner, Abery, Barnes.
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Cambridgeshire Development – Managers - Chris Mepham & Bob Mann
Cambridgeshire continued to move forward with a very successful season, the relationship with
Northampton Saints improved, their coaches attending and delivering some U14 and U15 sessions,
as well as watching many players at both County and club matches. Indeed both squads attended a
session each at Core Cambridge for what is hoped to be the first of many collaborations working on
players strength and conditioning.

Only two sessions across the whole programme were lost this season, one due to weather and the
other due to player commitment to other activities. This was a major improvement to last season
and although sad to lose 3 of last season’s coaches, welcomed were six new coaches maintaining a
strong coaching group across all age groups.

The U13’s programme aims to develop core skills, identify Players for Saints EPDG and introduce
Players to Cambridgeshire Rugby. A joint Cambs/Suffolk session run by Saints, was followed by two
further sessions, to which clubs were asked to nominate 3 additional players. 44 attendees at the
joint session, saw 24 selected to EPDG. At the follow-up sessions at Witchford Village College and
Cantabrigians, over 60 players attended working on developing skills in Handling, Contact and
Defence.

Ongoing development of Core Skills and again identification for EPDG saw U14’s players invited via
clubs and schools to attend three trial days in September. Alongside last season’s EPDG players, 70
trialled and a selection undertaken to form two squads. 45 from the trial together with others
following club visits totalling 61 players in all have participated in up to 14 sessions held at Cambridge,
Kings Ely and for the first time at Core Cambridge, where players equally worked on warm up and
cool down techniques. In total 13 participated in EPDG.

Suffolk at home and Norfolk away, with two mixed squads as well as a tournament in Framlingham
were matches undertaken. The individual and team development during the season was pleasing
albeit the results disappointing.

Two trial sessions in September, saw U 15’s players who trialled and/or played the previous season
invited along with new or improved players via club and school coaches recommendations. 26 added
to by 5 EPDG players formed the squad for whom there were 14 seasons at Ely, Cambridge, Kings Ely
and like the U 14’s at Core Cambridge. A sixth lad was added to the EPDG numbers.

In addition to Suffolk and Norfolk matches there was a game against Herts. Results again not as would
have been hoped but the development achieved again has been pleasing.

Suffolk Development – Manager - Bob Evans
At U13’s three development sessions each lasting 4 hours were fulfilled. One a joint session with
Cambs was also an EPDG selection day. Solely development sessions (all at Culford School) mean that
no matches are played at this level. The EPDG selection day saw considerable numbers especially
involved nonetheless all sessions ran smoothly.
Coaches provided a generic coaching approach focusing on core skills usually concluding with a game.
A short presentation with an overview of the season and development as players move through the
age groups was given to parents.
A very successful and talented U14’s squad won all games for the season teams always being of mixed
abilities, selection being difficult due to the number of players clubs recommended. A selection
evening at Sudbury doubled as a development evening with drills followed by a game. Players
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identified formed the two teams. A second evening at Colchester joined with EPDG players focused
on development concluding with a game. In total 5 sessions were held and the two teams effectively
played and won 8 matches against Norfolk and Cambs including a festival at Framlingham.
The U 15’s held selection at Colchester and in the course of the development programme lost only
one game played at Ipswich YM.

Norfolk Development – Manager – Shaun Gardner
Tigers led player development sessions continued this year to the benefit of the considerable number
of players involved at each year group. Over and above these respective sessions, the new season
was entered confident that representative rugby within Norfolk would be able to move on to another
level as all lead coaches were retained, Rowland Smith U14’s, Nicholas Craig U15’s and Jim Keebler
U16’s.

A strong group of players came through from the U13’s, and the first round of fixtures was an away
day against a typically strong Suffolk squad who didn’t disappoint. Of the four matches, three were
very close encounters but the U15’s unfortunately being the only victors on the day by 19 -12.
Against Cambridge at home, the squads were little changed and another tough afternoon was
encountered, however the U 14’s Blue team was victorious as too the U15’s with a comfortable 33 -
7 victory.

In the New Year, at the Framingham three way matches, due to injuries and school fixtures taking
priority, a heavily depleted U14’s squad struggled to compete, on the day heavily beaten in all
departments

The U15 against Essex in their final game of the season put on a great show and could have perhaps
snatched the victory from a big strong opposition.

Eastern Counties Women’s Squad 2014 - Team Manager - Malcolm Davis
Lead Coach – Andy Hargrave

I was approached by Andy Hargave at the end of March to manage the Eastern Counties Ladies rugby
team for, what I thought was, next season. I accepted the job, mainly because it was Andy that asked
me, only to find there that there were fixtures arranged for the first 2 weeks in May against Herts.
and Kent but there was no Ladies team, no transport to the away match, no training had been done
and no dates or venues had been arranged for training, and no venue had been arranged for the
'home' match.

With a lot of help from Lisa (I can't thank her enough) we got in touch with the clubs and we managed
to raise a squad (of sorts) but due to distance and lack of notice we only had 26 turn up to the training
sessions from 7 clubs and we have had playing squads of 16 for Herts. and 17 for Kent from only 5
clubs with only 9 players (from 32) that played last season returning to play.

Our first match at Harpenden was lost, quite heavily, 64 - 22 but there was a lot of good rugby played
and some reasons to be optimistic for the future.
This optimism was proved to be right, quicker than we could have imagined, in our second match
against Kent which the girls won well, against the odds, with an excellent performance, 24 – 12 with
only 9 players (from 32) that played last season returning to play.
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I will take some credit for this but the Ladies (and Andy) made this happen and they should get all
the plaudits, their application and endeavour has been first rate and I have been privileged to be a
part their group. It is my intention to take this group, strengthen it and get them the recognition and
support that they deserve.

Eastern Counties v Hertfordshire - Harpenden 4th May 2014.
Counties Ladies travelled to Harpenden on a glorious day with a degree of trepidation having only
had 3 weeks and 4 training sessions to prepare a squad of 16 (drawn from 5 clubs). A number of
players playing out of position Herts soon went ahead with a breakaway unconverted try when a pass
from Davis was intercepted by their speedy 13.

Counties immediately brought pressure to bear and were soon in possession with a couple of quick
phases and good backs handling making space for Granger to slip a pass to Pluckrose who burst
through tackles to score under the posts. Stopard-Baker converting for a 5 – 7 lead.

Dominating the set piece Counties proved unable to make the advantage show in the score line due
to handling errors and failure to retain possession in contact. A quick tap penalty saw Herts score
again the game being played at pace. In their twenty two poor handling led to a turnover ball, and
Herts ran the pitch length to score. Digging deep Counties came back strongly and a heavy tackle
from the Herts 15 saw her leave the field injured. Two Herts line-outs followed, Counties stole and
Pluckrose burst through again to score.

Lost ball in contact again at the restart and Herts broke away to score again with likewise before half
time a massive tackle by Sahota causing lost possession another try and the half time score 31 – 12.
The second half started with renewed vigour and a brilliant catch by Stopard soon had Counties on
the front foot, Herts conceding a penalty but the kick failed to make touch and Herts moved the ball
out wide duly scoring. Confidence gaining confidence a further 2 tries soon followed whilst Counties
stuck to trying to play good rugby and with the half back combo of Jackman and Pilbeam starting to
gel they were rewarded when great work in the pack allowed the ball to be spread wide where a last
ditch tackle thwarted Baker. The resultant penalty saw Gleize through to score and Counties scored
again sound recycling allowed Grainger to release Pluckrose who was bought down illegally the Herts
13 seeing yellow. Scrum elected, the ball through hands and Baker crossed in the corner.

Back to full strength Herts saw Counties tire and suffer a couple of injuries leading to the dying
minutes another two tries in the dying minutes - the final score 64 – 22 to Herts.

Squad:
A Sahota, J Gurney, B Coombs (Cambridge University), D Pluckrose, L Stannard, N Jackman, S Davis,
B Atkin (Lakenham), C Granger, J Thatcher (Woodbridge), B Gleize, L Gallimore, L Pilbeam, C Stopard-
Baker (Shelford), C Baker, R Edwards (University of East Anglia).

Eastern Counties U18 Girls – Team Manager Claire Burt.
Lead Coach Nicky Goddard, assisted by Katie Allcock, Bruce Skingley & Andy Baldwin.
The trial held September 29th at Diss had a very good response, 27 girls attending. The first XV
selected, the remaining girls were offered a place in the squad for personal development and
progress. These girls were also given game time at all the CB events albeit that not all the girls
attended the fixtures.
The first event was the CB Festival 6th October in Orpington, Kent. The U15 and U18 teams with a
7.30am start travelled together for 10.00am registration. The first three games against Herts, Kent
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and Hants, were unfortunately lost but Counties improved as they played, showing some good skills
and dominating in the lineout and scrums. A final game against Essex saw a victory as well as the
good spirit and sportsmanship of the Counties players albeit clear that some Counties players have
ground to make up on other counties in regard to game understanding and skills.

Recognising the need, a structured programme was put in place to ensure attention to necessary
areas and so that players could benefit from specific coaching. Diss accommodated regular sessions
organised between the next two county games to ensure sufficient coaching of players.

November 4th saw a game against South Sussex, the U15 and U18’s travelling by coach. Made very
welcome, the game was lost but nonetheless improvement in defence and attacking capabilities
evident. Continued training sessions led to a home game against Herts on 27th November hosted at
Stowmarket. Another hard fought game, with the forwards working hard to gain possession and
being dominant in the scrum and lineout.

Player development has subsequently continued until bad weather and water logged pitches halted
activity until March when Divisional Development coach Alex Austerberry led the session.
Throughout the summer player development will be offered to U18 girls currently in the Counties
Squad inclusive of position specific coaching and to which girls due to come up from the U 15’s will
equally be invited with focus on skills and game play so as to be able to “hit the ground running”
when the new season begins in September 2014. 7 girls were invited to attend Divisional trials in
February, although 2 girls were injured and unable. Unfortunately none were selected but on the
other hand Anna Goddard and Freya Burt have been awarded RFU AASE Scholarships for September
2014, Anna going to Hartpury and Freya to Brockenhurst. Likewsie Hannah Murphy and Anna
Goddard have been selected into the England U18 Touch Rugby squad for the European
Championships in Swansea, 2014.

Eastern Counties U15 Girls – Team Manager Kerri Ehret.
Lead Coach Andy Wilesmith
A year of learning, a new coaching and management team in place, it was important to get everyone
working together. 36 girls attended the Suffolk 7’s trial at RHS which was a success albeit the lack of
U15 club teams does limit selection. The work being undertaken on the girls’ game in schools is
proven to be paying dividends with most trialists coming from that sector.

The week only build up to the first festival was skills related practice to ensure players were
competent in the various areas. Real talent with some raw players told in the “Group of Death” with
Kent, Hants and Herts who finished 1st, 2nd and 3rd. The first game Counties did well against Kent
only losing by 20 odd points. The second game saw us lose 40-5 to Hampshire despite having taken
the lead and finally losing 30-5 to Herts. Losing a key player with a broken collar bone was a big blow
and a couple of other injuries meant by the end the players were shattered but all did really well and
improved.

Sadly the strongest team was not again assembled due to injuries to mainly 'senior' players but
nonetheless the ethos of the player centered programme has been instilling development ready for
U18 rugby. Core skills and practice around passing (both hands!), evasion skills, contact management
with rucking and mauling were all key. A simple game plan playing to strengths with keeping the ball
and recycling whilst not taking risks and making simple passes was used. The idea of support runners
on either shoulder at all times was pushed so supporting running lines was encouraged. The pack
was excellent most players being from Woodbridge.
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The first game at home v Herts pitted Counties against a very strong county. Inevitably tough
especially with missing 2 starting forwards and an experienced back let alone mid way also losing the
captain. Inexperienced girls from the acquitted themselves and the try scored was actually the best
try of the game. Turning the ball over in the Counties half, support runners were evident and more
than half a dozen passes were made with Poppy finishing the try. Whilst losing 45-5 Counties weren't
embarrassed.

The second game away to Sussex was an even tougher affair being a squad of only 12. The game ran
away after 15 minutes losing 65-0 although they weren't as strong as Herts.

Training continued and with girls back from injury, some solid ball and skills work undertaken. Good
progress made and now a good number are at County standard with the girls from the schools sector
now at clubs (Woodbridge or Diss). The programme has developed a good crop providing also the
catalyst for a couple of clubs to start a girls programme - all bar 3 players mover to next season’s
U18’s.

Adrian Gilbert
Chairman - CBRDP

COMMUNITY

At the beginning of the season membership of the Community Rugby Committee comprised:-
John Winders, Ray Collins, Mike Daniels, John Langford, Jonathan Pearce, Roger Pierson, Andrew
Sarek, and Gregory Underwood. Sam Carpenter was subsequently welcomed to the group on his
appointment as RDO for Norfolk. It can also be reported that the Committee has been very well
supported by the President John Taylor and Chairman John Phoenix with their attendances at
meetings.

The Committee met four times during the season to review progress made towards achieving the
objectives of the Eastern Counties Action Plan and to consider other issues relating to the community
game in the Eastern Counties. In addition many Clubs in the CB were visited over the season by a
Member of the Committee when advice on a wide range of topics was given. These visits help to
provide a point of contact for a Club when issues arise and it is known that Clubs appreciate these
on-site visits.

The strategic objectives of the Committee seek:-
i) to secure more effective and efficient club management and governance:
ii) to raise facility standards; and
iii) to boost the numbers of active volunteers.

I will refer to these topics in the following paragraphs.

CLUB DEVELOPMENT

Incorporation and CASC
From a governance point of view the Committee continues to recommend to all Clubs that have yet
to incorporate that steps are taken to achieve this status. All unincorporated Clubs have been
contacted and reminded of the risks that might adversely impact financially upon the interests of
committee members/trustees and forwarded details of helpful contacts, including legal advisers,
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who might help in the application process. There are currently 23 incorporated clubs within the CB
and a number of other clubs have now resolved to move to this position.

We have also been alert to the possibility of clubs reaping the financial benefits of becoming a
Community Amateur Sports Club (CASC). Thus far 20 Clubs have become registered which in terms
of CB performance is better than the national average. However, the promotion of CASC membership
this season has again been held in abeyance whilst HMRC produce new guidelines. These new
guidelines are expected to be enacted during the summer months and it is understood the changes
will offer further financial benefits to our Clubs. Dave Stubley the RFU’s Club Management and
Volunteer Manager has indicated that after the new guidance is issued and assessed by the RFU he
will run a workshop in the CB to encourage Clubs to take advantage of CASC membership.

Accreditation
The accreditation scheme was rolled out by the RFU in January 2012. This approach is designed to
help all clubs to become stronger, more effective, more efficient and to provide more enjoyable
places in which rugby is played. Clearly this is a significant initiative. This season 6 more Clubs have
achieved this status making a total of 28 in the CB. New accreditations include Crusaders, Felixstowe,
Mersea Island, Mistley, Shelford and Thorpeness. All accredited Clubs are entitled to display the RFU
Club Accreditation and Sport England Clubmark logos to highlight ongoing progress. Our thanks go to
our professional staff for their hard work in helping these Clubs achieve accreditation. The RDO’s are
also carrying out health checks on accredited clubs and undertaking the process of reaccreditation
for those clubs that achieved this status two years ago.

At Risk Clubs
A meaningful part of our role is to support the development and sustainability of all Clubs in the CB.
In this connection experience has shown that problems stemming from a lack of volunteers or players
are common to a number of Clubs and that these problems are compounded when Clubs do not look
to the future through a general lack of forward planning or succession planning. When these
problems arise Community Rugby reaches out to Clubs that are potentially at risk with the objective
of helping these struggling clubs to address the problems that they are facing. Advice given is focused
on facilitating a solution to a particular problem that has been identified but the final decision as to
how to proceed always rests with the Club in question. Clubs in question have generally been able to
make positive progress although there continues to be a small number of concerns.

During the season the Committee adopted a policy on the subject of “Club Sustainability”. The steps
to be addressed include the following:-

· To encourage all Clubs to approach the Community Rugby Committee for advice when
issues arise that may adversely impact upon the sustainability of Clubs;

· To assess Club Development by arranging for struggling Clubs to be visited on three
occasions a year, not so well rooted Clubs twice a year and fully sustainable Clubs on an
annual basis;

· To promote club development and good governance through “Running Rugby Workshops”
especially in subjects where deficiencies have been highlighted;

· To encourage recruitment and retention initiatives in all sectors of club membership;
· To seek to ensure the financial viability of clubs by working with the Finance Committee

following the submission of club’s annual accounts;
· To encourage appropriate facility developments; and
· To promote best practice by encouraging “benchmarking” between clubs.
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It is hoped this method will positively promote club sustainability steering clubs away from the “at
risk” category.

Workshops
Reference is made in the previous paragraph to the importance of workshops. As part of our
commitment to develop clubs and their volunteers the Committee actively promotes the
dissemination of information to clubs through workshops.

Early in the season the Committee became aware of the RFU’s proposals for a new player registration
system. In September Ray Collins took the lead when an informative training session on this subject
was delivered by Max Burton, the RFU’s IT Training Officer. The Committee is also aware of the RFU’s
intention to roll out a new Club Administration system to replace Rugby First. This new system is
expected to streamline all administrative tasks making it easier for club volunteers to enter and
manage data. ECRU has been identified as a pilot area for this initiative and Andrew Sarek has
arranged an evening workshop where the RFU can meet with clubs and key users of the existing
Rugby First system to outline the proposals and to get feedback. This new Game Management System
will be a focus of the Community Rugby Workshop Programme next season.

Community Rugby is also planning to offer advice to clubs on how improvements might be made both
on and off the pitch at “Club Development Days” when information on a variety of topics will be
available. The first of these events is to be held at the Stowmarket Club in June when experts on a
variety of subjects will be on hand to answer questions posed by clubs at surgery sessions.

RWC 2015 Legacy Group
This is a very important initiative that is proceeding under the umbrella of Community Rugby. The
main objectives are:-

· To create a CB Legacy Plan that will achieve growth in the game locally, using the Rugby
World Cup as a catalyst; and

· To encourage our clubs to create their own plans to make the most of the opportunities that
will be generated by the Rugby World Cup.

To further these objectives a very successful conference was held at the Cambridge Club last
September attended by over 70 delegates from 30 Clubs. A second conference is now to be held at
the Diss Club

Funding and Facilities
The Funding and Facilities Sub-Committee, led by Andrew Sarek, has continued to be busy, identifying
opportunities for funding within the CB and establishing the readiness of clubs to promote facility
improvements. Following the objectives of the Annual Delivery Plan the Sub-Committee has:-

· Implemented the goal post safety scheme with an award at Dereham. Further consideration
is being given to an additional award at Mersea island:

· Steps have been taken to ensure clubs utilise the grant scheme offered by the Rugby Football
Foundation. To date Bury St Edmunds, Watton and Ipswich YM have taken advantage from
this source of funding;

· In year 2 of Lead up and Legacy Investment projects have been targeted through the CB
Facility Plan. Bury St Edmunds, Mersea Island and Shelford have been successful in obtaining
awards towards schemes where total investment has reached £116k;
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· Steps have been taken to maximize external sources of funding. Mersea Island, Fakenham
and West Norfolk have made progress through the Inspired Facilities Fund;

· Broadland Great Yarmouth, Colchester, Haverhill and Lowestoft and Yarmouth have been
invited into a Natwest Rugby Force initiative that is designed to develope the sustainability of
rugby clubs;

· A number of our clubs have been invited into the Lead up and Legacy Social Spaces Capital
Programme and will benefit from clubhouse improvements.

· With the objective of securing improvements to playing field surfaces Keith Kent the
Twickenham Groundsman has visited and offered advice to Beccles, Ely, Fakenham, Holt,
Southwold and Woodbridge;

· It can also be recorded that an information Groundsmans Workshop has been delivered on
the subjects of pitch maintenance and irrigation.

It must be acknowledged that club facilities in the CB are generally much better than they were 10
years ago and this Sub-Committee has played a significant part in promoting improvements in the
quality of the experience at Clubs.

Volunteers
Volunteers are the lifeblood of our game and their recruitment, retention and recognition is vital if
clubs are to flourish. Gregory Underwood, the CB Volunteer Coordinator and his team have continued
to raise the profile of the volunteer, particularly in the area of recognition and reward. His report
follows this one.

The Unity Project
ECRU together with the Notts, Derby and Lincs CB have been paired with Belgium as part of the RFU’s
Unity project and members of the Community Rugby Committee have played a full part in this
initiative. Using funding from the RFU representatives from the two CB’s have visited Belgium with
the objective of establishing that countries needs in terms of rugby development. Subsequently
representatives from the three Belgian Unions have visited the UK in a reciprocal visit. Currently the
participants are working towards the formation of a three year development plan which is expected
to identify benefits for all concerned.

Assessment
I continue to be confident that progress is being made. My assessment is that Rugby Clubs are
becoming more proficient at improving the provision for their members and it is very satisfying to be
part of a committed team that helps facilitate this progress.

John Winders
Community Chairman
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VOLUNTEER

Since my last report, Bob Cranna has retired as Chairman of Eastern Counties RU. Bob’s term of office
was an example to all. During his Chairmanship, he worked tirelessly for Counties and the game. His
encouragement and support for the Volunteer Team, volunteers and players at all levels was
exemplary.

The Volunteer Team, Barry Feetham, Ray Collins, Jerry Stone and Gregory Underwood are grateful to
all the volunteers in Eastern Counties at all levels for the hard work that they have put into their
particular area of volunteering over the past 12 months. Without the dedication and time that you
all give so freely our game would not flourish in the way that it does.
The Team have met regularly and worked to provide a varied programme to support and reward
volunteers.

Volunteering in Eastern Counties has continued to develop new initiatives such as the introduction
of hooded sweatshirts which are being awarded to one exceptional volunteer on a monthly basis in
both Norfolk and Suffolk RU.

This year has been another busy year for volunteering in Eastern Counties. The year began with
another successful Eastern Counties RU Annual Dinner at Ickworth House where our players and
volunteers were recognised by Eastern Counties.

The RFU President’s XV Awards were presented to the Eastern Counties RU Safeguarding Team and
also Broadlands/Great Yarmouth RUFC for Player Recruitment.
In the Runner-Up Category, Wymondham RUFC for Player Recruitment, Bury St. Edmunds RUFC for
Quality Coaching, Eastern Counties Referees Federation for Better Refereeing and Felixstowe RUFC
for Schools Rugby.

The ECRU President’s Awards were also presented to some 15 individuals who were acknowledged
for their outstanding work throughout the year.
This provided a springboard into this year’s activities.

Young Volunteers Day Camp
18 Young Volunteers attended the Young Volunteers Day Camp at Bury St. Edmunds RUFC where
training took place to enable these young persons to take their first steps in becoming rugby
volunteers. Again this event was led by our two RDOs’, Jonathan Pearce and Sam Carpenter who
were ably assisted by our CRCs’ together with the Volunteer Team. The

RFU support team were instrumental in delivering a very positive programme and all attendees had
an excellent learning experience. The feedback received following this programme was encouraging.
The day was closed by John Winders, Chair of Community Rugby, who expressed his delight at seeing
so many youngsters in attendance willing to give up their time.
Pizza in the Park
The RFU again held their West Car Park Hospitality for Volunteers initiative, Pizza in the Park, to
recognise Club volunteers attending principal matches at Twickenham. Andrew Sarek, Council
Member, was also in the West Car Park to meet and greet our volunteers and to provide
complimentary drinks on behalf of Eastern Counties.
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Volunteer Workshop
The Workshop took place at the Stowmarket Office on the 27th November 2013 and was attended by
12 individuals. The attendees were provided with very full programme which was delivered by Alex
Thompson, RFU Club Management and Governance Officer together with Jill Loader, RFU Volunteer
Engagement Officer. The Workshop was well received by all. My thanks must go Ray Collins, the
Workshop Administrator, for organising this event and Jonathan Pearce for his support.

Bursary Awards
In accordance with the Bursary Awards initiative, three awards have been made to Clubs in ECRU to
support their recruitment, retention and reward programme. The bursaries were awarded to
Colchester, Thorpeness and Harwich & Dovercourt RFC respectively.

RFU President’s Value the Volunteer invite to TW1
This year saw seven nominations put forward from Clubs within Eastern Counties and the award went
to Colin Ainslie of Mersea Island RFC. All runners-up received complimentary tickets for the QBE
International Matches.

RFU Volunteer Reward and Recognition
Under the RFU’s new Volunteer Reward and Recognition Programme, Claire Burt and Nicky Goddard,
both of Newmarket RUFC, had attended Twickenham on the 22nd February 2014 and Martin Barnard
from Stowmarket RUFC was also selected by the RFU for recognition.

2014 RFU President’s Awards – Magnificent Seven
At the time of writing this report, the outcomes of the RFU President’s new volunteer reward scheme,
“Magnificent Seven” has yet to be concluded. The nominations that went forward from Eastern
Counties were Felixstowe RFC, Woodbridge RFC, Norwich RFC and Lowestoft & Yarmouth RUFC,
together with Norfolk RU. The Club nominations were entered under the Category “Community
Engagement.” Norfolk RU’s entry has been referred to the RFU President’s judging panel for
consideration.

Pre-Match Buffet Luncheons
The Volunteer Team again hosted Pre-Match Buffet Luncheons. This year, the initiative was
increased to encompass the Under 20’s matches together with the Billy Beaumont Senior game.
These again have proved to be popular.

ECRU President’s Awards
The ECRU President’s Awards Scheme continues to grow with 42 nominations being put forward by
Clubs across the Counties. The ECRU Dinner will again take place at Ickworth House on the 6th June
2014 when the ECRU President will be presenting the following awards to our successful awardees
for their outstanding contribution to rugby in Eastern Counties Rugby Union.
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ECRU President’s Awardees

Lifetime Achievement
Brian Williams, Ipswich YM RUFC

Volunteer of the Year
Simon Lord, Bury St. Edmunds RFC

Exceptional Volunteer
Mike Maddocks, Sudbury RUFC Zoe Stone, Lowestoft & Yarmouth RUFC
Alan Cooper, Beccles RFC Simon Ballard, Woodbridge RFC
Jan Ballard, Woodbridge RFC Simon Carter, Mistley RFC
Doug Finbow, Hadleigh RFC Andy Spetch, Bury St. Edmunds, RFC
Martin Barnard, Stowmarket RUFC Steve Crighton, Suffolk & North Essex Ref Society
Andrew Moore, Ipswich YM RUFC William Good, Wymondham RUFC
Sean Chapman, Holt RFC Nigel Faben, Cantabrigian RUFC
Linda Faben, Cantabrigian RUFC John Stanford, Woodbridge RUFC
Rory Finlayson, Shelford RFC Steve Leaman, Newmarket RUFC
John Pritchard, Cambridge RUFC Karen Leaman, Newmarket RUFC
David Barnes, Ely RFC Giles Clark, Sudbury RUFC
Peter Harris, Wymondham RUFC Andy Micklethwaite, Norwich RFC
Di Micklethwaite, Norwich RFC Marc Foreman, West Norfolk RFC
Hayley Curtis, West Norfolk RFC Alison Graveston, Mildenhall & Red Lodge RUFC
Paul Mills, Colchester RFC

Groundsman of the Year
Steve Flegg, Ipswich RFC

Groundsman of the Year Runner-Up
George Porter, Diss RFC

Services to Rugby
Jon Williams, Mersea Island RFC Debbie Marshall, Ely RFC
Rory Singleton, Fakenham RFC John Breedt, Ipswich RFC
Adam Lingwood, Fakenham RFC Dave Coleman, Wymondham RUFC
Simon Fenning, Colchester RFC Lloyd Marshall, Fakenham RFC
Lee Barber, Thorpeness RFC

Finally, I would like to thank you all for the support that you have given me over the last 12 months
as the Eastern Counties RU Volunteer Co-ordinator and, in particular, the Volunteer Team, Ray
Collins, Barry Feetham and Jerry Stone. Without the continued support I receive across the Counties,
my tasks would be that much more difficult and a lot less enjoyable.

As in my last report, I would like to state again that Eastern Counties are extremely fortunate in the
number of volunteers that we have at all levels who are willing to make a difference and give their
time so freely to the game we all love.

Gregory Underwood
ECRU Volunteer Co-ordinator
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RFU COUNCIL

The Rugby Football Union has had a good year on and off the field and with the Rugby World Cup less
than 500 days away England Rugby is looking in good shape to stage one of the best ever tournaments
and to be one of the major contenders to win it.

Stuart Lancaster’s squad improved with every game during the season and although they couldn’t
repeat the thrilling win of 2012 over the All Blacks and they were denied a Six Nations Grand Slam by
the luck of the bounce in Paris, there is no doubt that there is more to come. There is strength in
depth in nearly every position and the pride the players have in representing their country is part of
an ethos than connects with the grass roots game.

Bill Beaumont has grown into the role of Chairman during his second year and it was his stature as a
highly respected former player, along with the negotiating acumen of Chief Executive Ian Ritchie, that
secured the agreement of all parties to allow a European Cup competition to go ahead next season
when for a while it looked like there would be none.

At Twickenham I continue to sit on the Club Development sub-committee where I take a lead on
Volunteering. This season has seen an increase in the number of opportunities available to thank
and reward volunteers with match tickets, invitations to lunch at Twickenham or to watch the
England squad train at St George’s or Pennyhill Park, etc. But the most important part for me is the
recruitment of new volunteers and their development.

Next year’s Rugby World Cup will provide us with a once in a generation opportunity to grow the
game in our communities in terms of players, coaches referees and volunteers but the work to recruit
them starts now. I have been helping England Rugby 2015 with their Volunteer Recruitment strategy
and there have been 18000 applicants for 6000 volunteer roles at the World Cup, with over 13000
applications coming from outside the game. Our job is to direct these people towards their local
rugby clubs who need to welcome them and show them how rewarding it is to be a volunteer
involved in rugby.

In all I have spent over 50 days on RFU business this season and I must thank my employers for
allowing me to take the time off. However, my passion remains grass-roots rugby and I try to visit an
Eastern Counties club to watch a game every spare Saturday during the season as well as taking in
some Sunday and weekday evening games. In all, I have managed 29 visits to 23 clubs including three
that I hadn’t been to before; Watton, Cottenham Renegades and Norwich Medics. I am pretty sure
that I have now visited every single Eastern Counties club since I became a Council Member and I
know that I have been to many of them more than a few times.

I have continued to communicate as much as I can with clubs with regular Council Member Briefings
as well as through Twitter, Facebook and my blog at http://asarek.wordpress.com
I have also organised meetings with clubs to discuss the RFU’s Adult Competitions Review, the
replacement for RugbyFirst, and planning for the 2015 Rugby World Cup.

It seems that the close season gets shorter and shorter every year but I hope you manage to get a
break from rugby until the start of the 2014/15 season when I look forward to visiting your club.

Andrew Sarek
RFU Council Member (Eastern Counties)
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SAFEGUARDING

The work and dedication of all of those involved in safeguarding in Eastern Counties was recognised
by the awarding of the RFU Presidents Award for Player Safety & Welfare at the end of last season.
This award reflects well on all concerned and I would like to thank all Club Safeguarding Officers as
well as the County Safeguarding Managers, Sally Lloyd, James Pepper and Malcolm Bell, for their
tireless efforts throughout the season.

Special thanks should, also, be extended to my predecessor, Martin Peacock, who really did take
safeguarding to a new level prior to his retirement as the CB Safeguarding Manager at the end of last
season. As a result of Martin’s contribution, I am aware that Eastern Counties is held in high esteem
by the RFU.

My season has proved to have been an extremely steep learning curve. Having now established, more
precisely, what is required “on the ground” I shall be able to timetable more club visits over the
course of the 2014 / 2015 than I have been able to over this season.
One of the outages that presently exists is the provision of the “Play It safe” and “In Touch” courses.
In this respect, I am pleased that our RDO, Jonathan Pearce, has qualified as a tutor and is able to
assist in the provision of these courses which are an integral part of the safeguarding regime.
This will, hopefully, ease the backlog and curtail the delay in providing courses. With the ever
expanding numbers in the game, there is still room for more tutors. If you are aware of anyone who
may be able to assist, please let me know.

On the “Technological” front, it seems that most, if not all, concerned have got to grips with the
online Disclosure and Barring Service (“DBS”) searches which replaced the CRB checks of old. No
longer do CSOs have to chase volunteers across wind and rain swept pitches clutching a soggy paper
application form. Now they have to chase volunteers across wind and rain swept pitches clutching a
laptop! Seriously, the new system has resulted in a faster turn round time and much less admin time.

Looking ahead, 2014 / 2015 will, of course, see us gearing up for an anticipated increase in the
numbers of young people taking up rugby in anticipation of the 2015 World Cup. It is important that
clubs and Counties continue to provide as much support to CSOs as possible during this time as they
have done in the past.

Finally my thanks to the Eastern Counties Management Committee for its guidance throughout my
first year; your advice and help has been much appreciated.

Martin Pratley
Safeguarding Manager

DISCIPLINE

This season has seen more players sent off than any season previously. The total number of cases
dealt with this season reaches the 72 mark, last season it was 53! The majority of cases, 27, were for
a punch; strike with knee and head butt offences.

However the next highest category, 11, was Referee Abuse including the assault of a touch judge.
This is a worrying statistic that appears to be on the increase across the country, a great concern to
us all as it points to our game degenerating to a level similar to that of soccer.
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I can confirm that the RFU are now looking very closely into increasing the sanctions for this offence
for the new season, and there will be no doubt that CB Disciplinary Panels will be directed to come
down hard on the perpetrators and indeed the clubs for not managing these situations robustly.
We should all be concerned about this and my committee asks that I reinforce the need for all clubs
to maintain the Eastern Counties touch line protocol. The various referee’s societies are having
trouble retaining referees owing to the poor behaviour of supporters and indeed recruiting new
members of the societies. It goes without saying that the retention and procurement of referees is
paramount to the survival of the game at our level.

With the high number of cases it necessarily follows that this season saw 6 Clubs come perilously
close to receiving 5 red cards, which would then have seen a further sanction on the clubs for a poor
disciplinary record, these 6 clubs all received 4 red cards through the season.
This again is an increase from last season when only two clubs collected 4 red cards each.
On a positive note, the response from Clubs and Referees Societies with regarding notifying the
Disciplinary Secretary of Red Cards etc. have improved considerably, with the new RFU directive
imposed at the beginning of this season. Only a small minority fell foul of not notifying within the
regulated time period and incurred a financial penalty.

I would like to thank those Club Secretaries and Club Disciplinary Chairmen who have had dealings
with us this season for the way they way have worked with my committee to reach the correct and
proper judgement, mostly without the having to have a full face to face disciplinary hearing.
On another positive note, the number of school discipline matters dropped this season from 7 to 5
cases, and we’ve had a very positive response from the Head Teachers dealing with these matters.

My continued thanks to the members of the committee, Graham Feest, Declan Gallagher and Mike
Daniel, and of course David Broughton, Hon Sec. for his sterling work co-ordinating the facts and
advising the clubs so that matters can be dealt with by them where possible.

Huw Davies
Chairman EC Discipline Committee

GOVERNANCE

It’s been a quiet year for Governance, but during the year the Governance Committee has:
· produced a system of voting for the AGM
· worked on RFU Accreditation for the CB
· monitored the changes introduced by the Slaughter and May report
· produced a costed Action Plan for the next 4 years
· examined (but decided not to pursue) IiP accreditation, data protection and an H & S protocol

Richard J Watson
Chair of Governance
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MARKETING/COMMUNICATIONS

This has been a year of change for the M and C Committee., with most of the members from the
previous year’s Committee deciding not to continue following last year’s AGM. This in the end led to
wholesale changes and I took on the Chairmanship of the Committee as a temporary measure. I have
tried to build a new Committee using the experience of Lisa and Greg from last year’s Committee
while bringing in new blood and ideas, especially in the shape of Russ Clarke who has headed up the
Website and Social Media projects. It will be my intention to step down as Chair of the Committee at
the end of this season and for Russ, should he be elected, to take it on.

Sponsorship
Our main Sponsors are Greene King and we are now one year into the current Agreement with them.
We have tried to cement this relationship over the year and will be doing all we can to promote their
name where this is possible. I believe there is scope for more Sponsorship opportunities and I hope
to be able to add to the Committee an individual who could help in this regard. It is vital that the CB
has access to funding apart from that they receive from the RFU as we seek to push through our plans
for the next few years.

Handbook
Roger (Hon Sec) and Lisa are responsible for the handbook. Again there are Sponsorship
opportunities available here. The handbook will be reviewed to make sure we are only including
relevant information.

Annual Dinner
This event has been the responsibility of M and C and Greg Underwood and his team are again putting
on a great event at Ickworth Hall.

ECRU Website Project
The ECRU’s Marketing and Communications sub-committee was tasked with migrating the existing
ECRU website to a brand new website, based on the very popular Pitchero platform, with Russ Clarke
joining the sub-committee as Project Manager.

A key element of this project was to produce a website that not only serves the purpose of the ECRU
and its sub-committees, but also the sub-counties, local RFU presence and member clubs.
To this end the project included a review of the existing content, taking on board what the ECRU sub-
committees would like to take forward and what new features they would like to add.

As the project progressed towards its launch date of early June, it seemed logical to also include a
refresh and re-launch of the ECRU’s social media presence, to this end the ECRU’s Twitter account
has been re-started and new Facebook site has been developed, all being standardised with as
ECRURugby:-

ECRURugby.com @ECRURugby Facebook.com/ECRURugby
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Updated ECRU Logo
As part of the project to update the ECRU’s online image, it seemed logical to review the existing
logo, which is such a key part of the image of any organisation.
A number of options were looked at, and much debated, however the final version strikes a balance
between maintaining the historical image of the Raven whilst recognising the sub-counties of the
ECRU.

Previous ECRU Logo Updated ECRU Logo

Work is underway to replace the previous logo, with a focus on the website, stationery and social
media, however over a period of time as new kits, equipment and merchandise are replaced and
purchased the updated logo will be standardised across the ECRU.

John Phoenix
Chairman – Marketing & Communications

RDO’S
This season has seen the introduction of two new members of staff and a reshuffle of existing
members. Sam Carpenter has taken up the role of RDO in Norfolk aided by his team of Community
Rugby Coaches, Lee Parry and Stewart Cameron. Jonathan Pearce has welcomed Matthew Short as
Community Rugby Coach in Suffolk with Tim Reed continuing to cover Cambridgeshire.
Education.

The all Schools programme continues its success over the past two years and has expended to 19
schools which is the biggest nationally. The four existing pilot schools are now coming to an end of
the programme and have seen a steady growth in players transitioning as a result of the scheme; the
schools will continue to have on-going support from the local delivery team to ensure rugby is
sustained leading into the RWC.

The 2014/15 season will see a further five schools across Eastern Counties welcomed onto the
project, taking the total number of schools participating to 20.
Tim Reed CRC who was a leading deliverer in the success of the pilot scheme was invited to
Twickenham to showcase the success was surprised when HRH Prince Harry who is the all Schools
patron took part in the event.
The local delivery team in their national focus have been working with various schools, colleges and
universities to support the RFU rugby development’s core purpose ‘Strengthening our member clubs
and growing the game in the communities around them’. This has led to the development of a series
of FE 10s competitions based in each county with the aim of transitioning the 14+ player to clubs.
Club Support
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The local delivery team continue to support clubs within Eastern Counties based on development
needs and using the 6 key drivers;

· Recruiting new players
· Retaining & developing current players
· Recruit & retain high quality coaches, referees & volunteers
· Effective & efficient facilities
· Effective & efficient governance
· Integration with the local community

The season has seen 6 clubs gain RFU club accreditation (Crusaders RFC, Shelford RFC, Mersea Island
RFC, Thorpeness RFC, Felixstowe RFC and Mistley RFC) with several other clubs working towards the
accreditation status.
Working in conjunction with the county sports partnerships, Active Norfolk & Suffolk Sport will see
the 3rd Annual RAF Sportivate Touch Cup held at Diss RFC on 11th May. The event has expanded to
involve 19 squadrons linked with the local clubs supporting delivery over 5 weeks with a final event
held in week 6. This has enabled the clubs to integrate with their local communities and aid the
recruitment of new players aged 14-20.

Jonathan Pearce Suffolk and Cambs RDO
Sam Carpenter Norfolk RDO
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REFEREES

We as a Federation are grateful to the continued and very valued support of the Constituent Body.
Earlier in the year the CB came up with funding to help develop referees, by agreeing to cover the
costs of leasing new referee communication equipment for assessors, following the change in
available licensed frequencies for use by the RFU. This allowed ageing and soon to be illegal sets to
be replaced, whilst ensuring that our assessors have the most modern and up-to-date equipment
available to continue to do a professional job with our referees and those visiting from other
Federations.

The Federation held a successful pre Christmas Training and Development day at Brome Grange just
outside Diss, a range of topics were discussed accompanied by a very agreeable Christmas lunch. We
were grateful to have the assistance of the London Referees Training Officer, Bob Ockenden and Nick
Cousins, President of London Referees and also South East Group Manager.
The Federation Committee welcomed EC Chairman, John Phoenix to a committee meeting in order
for him to extend his overall induction, I am sure we sent him away with a lot of ideas, and an
enrolment for ELRA!
There have been many requests for ELRA training and we are currently looking at how best to get
these delivered, all training is managed centrally with little or no involvement form the Societies,
Federation or CB, as a result course that fail to have the minimum number of delegates are cancelled
at the last minute with the resultant in loss of interests by some candidates. This again is something
that needs to be addressed.

The Federation remains committed to developing referees to their full potential through the London
Leagues and beyond. This season Matt Rozier was accepted on to the Group and has developed
himself. New opportunities have presented themselves to develop his, and other referees of equal
aptitude who make the grade, with overseas exchanges which range from Argentina to South Africa,
this all needs finance and whilst the referee will contribute to his own development there is a need
for sponsorship of such activities, so if any company out there wants to encourage and help develop
referee opportunities, you know what to do!

There has been a noticeable escalation in ‘referee abuse’ cases heard by the discipline committee,
who continue to punish the transgressors. It goes without saying that for everyone that gets to the
discipline committee there are probably two others that are not reported, Referee Abuse is a serious
matter, the line between banter and abuse is a fine line and it is up to you the clubs to police this and
eliminate it from the game, please.

Summer well, with the 2014-15 season looking like being a land mark in English Rugby with RWC 2015
to look forward to for all you armchair referees, so if you fancy 2019 as a world cup referee, we are
very keen to hear from you. Whether you are young or old and want to stay in the game but your
rugby career may have been curtailed through injury, age or ability. Please get in touch as we can
develop you to your potential and set you up for the next steps.

Graham Cross
EC Federation Chairman
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NORFOLK
On the rugby field Norfolk had a reasonable season and with only one club winning promotion, and
three Clubs dropping down a league.

Senior Clubs
West Norfolk won EC1 promoted to London 3 NE
Diss down from London 1 North to London 2 NE
Lowestoft & Yarmouth down from London 2 NE to London 3NE
Broarland GY down to EC2

Norfolk senior Norfolk cup was played on 27th April between North Walsham & Diss with North
Walsham running out winners by 48-3.

Youth
There were a number of young players who represented ECRU at U20 and the senior side for the first
time and acquitted themselves very well.

Norfolk Youth still growing under the stewardship of David Masdin and Shaun Gardner.

Clubs
Crusaders achieved whole seal of approval accreditation, this season, however there are still a
number of Clubs still to go through this process and Sam Carpenter is working hard to get the other
Clubs accredited,
Clubs still to be accredited: Dereham, Diss, Lakenham & Hewitt, North Walsham, Norwich Medics,
Norwich Union, & Thetford,

Incorporation
This is still an issue with the majority of Norfolk Clubs mainly due to how some Clubs are set up. Along
with associated costs, and the need to do this, I have informed the Norfolk Committee and other Club
reps of the offer of help from leathes prior one of Wymondhams sponsors.

Norfolk Committee
President elect TBA
The Norfolk officers are working on the 2014/15 action plan
The Norfolk Dinner will take place on Friday 23rd May at Barnham Broom

John Langford
Norfolk Rugby Union Representative

SUFFOLK
On the playing front, due to difficulties at the end of last season, our premier competition for the
Chadacre Cup was not played. To prevent recurrence the competition was re-organised. Level 7 Clubs
and below would play for the Chadacre Cup. Clubs second XVs at Level 6 and above would play for
the Shield, whilst all other clubs would play for the Plate, with the winner of this competition
progressing to the Chadacre Cup competition. As a result and despite the wet weather, Sudbury won
the Chadacre Cup, the Plate was won by Hadleigh and the Shield was won by Bury St. Edmunds
Wolves.
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This year we lost ownership of the Inter-county Cup. We had a win against Cambridgeshire, but had
a loss against Norfolk. Eventually the cup was shared between Norfolk and Cambridgeshire.

The County Youth sides fared much better this year by nearly winning all of their matches for each
age group. The RHS Youth 7s, organised by Ross Cowie, was again a resounding success. This year the
format restricted entry to the U16 age group and below. 9 Suffolk Clubs were either winners or
runners-up. The County Youth Competitions results were as follows:

Plate: Cup:
U13 Hadleigh Hadleigh
U14 Woodbridge Colchester
U15 Hadleigh Colchester
U16 Sudbury Ipswich YM.

In the RFU Leagues, Bury St. Edmunds finished in mid-table. Colchester were 3rd in London 1 North
and Ipswich won London North East 2. In Eastern Counties 1 Suffolk Clubs were clustered in mid table,
whilst in Eastern Counties 2 Thurston finished 2nd after heading the league most of the season. Suffolk
Merit Table 1 was won by Bury St. Edmunds 3rds, whilst Colchester Cavaliers won Merit Table 2. Two
new teams, Halstead Templars and Bury St. Edmunds 4ths joined the Merit Table structure this
season. We now await the new league structure for next season.

This year our Vets competition was a non-starter due to lack of support. A similar fate fell to our 7s
competition. However we did see the start of Wheel Chair Rugby being organised and funded by
resources from Woodbridge Rugby Club.

On the Coaching front, our CCC, John Winders has arranged for coaching courses to take place in
Suffolk. To encourage clubs to attend the various courses, Suffolk offered Bursaries to help with the
costs of attendance. The Bursaries were primarily targeted at the 18 to 24 age group and the women
and girls game.

Participation in the Ladies game has improved with Bury St. Edmunds joining the Woodbridge
Amazons and Southwold Swallows in the leagues. The latter side having won the Women’s NC South
East North 2 league. In addition Harwich and Dovercourt have started to field a Ladies side.

This year we introduced Monthly Volunteering Recognition Awards for Young Volunteers and those
Volunteers over the age of 24. During the year some of our volunteers attended the Eastern Counties
Volunteer Workshop and Young Leaders Day at Bury St. Edmunds.

Finally, we welcomed a new Community Rugby Coach, Matt Short. Mistley RFC celebrated their 30th

Birthday whilst Southwold RFC celebrated their 50th Birthday.

Ray M. Collins
Suffolk Rugby Union Representative
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Senior Clubs
On the whole Cambridgeshire clubs eschewed mid-table mediocrity in their league competitions but
the end result was that only Wisbech’s season ended in a change of league status as they return to
Eastern Counties 1 after a two year sojourn in London 3 North East.

Saffron Walden and Newmarket both finished as runners-up in their leagues, missing out on
promotion via the play-offs by 1 point in both cases.

The other highlights of the club season were undoubtedly the two league derbies between
Cambridge and Shelford in National 2 South, won by the away team on each occasion and in front of
large and enthusiastic supports.

Senior Cups
Ely RUFC provided the venue for the county finals, with Cambridge Development winning the
Cambridgeshire Cup over Ely, and Shelford IIIs defeating Cantabrigian IIs to win the Junior Cup.
County Senior XV

Two games were played, with a narrow loss to Suffolk at Ely being followed by a seven-point victory
over Norfolk at Thetford and consequently a share of the Challenge Trophy – the first time
Cambridgeshire’s name has been engraved on the trophy since 2008.

Youth and Mini Rugby
The Cambridgeshire Youth programme is a real strength of the county, and successful events were
held across all age groups from u7s to u16s. This year’s programme included the county cups, plates,
sevens and the innovation of inter-county finals for cup and plate winners against counterparts from
Norfolk and Suffolk – a really successful innovation that was enjoyed by all clubs that participated.
The county youth squads had a mixed year in terms of results, but player development continues to
be the focus of our efforts and we look forward to the new era in collaboration with our friends at
Northampton Saints.
Two young Cambridgeshire players have achieved international recognition this season with Alan
Gregory of Cambridge being capped for Scotland under 16s and Rory Hutchinson of Shelford (now
Northampton Saints) being capped for Scotland at both under 18 and under 20 level. Rory is now in
the Scotland under-20 squad who are about to travel to New Zealand for the IRB Junior Rugby World
Cup. Both achieved recognition through the Scottish Rugby Union’s Scottish Exiles programme and
we congratulate the two of them.

After ten years, our joint youth chairs – Bob Mann and Chris Mepham – are standing down. Their
energy, enthusiasm and commitment will be greatly missed, but neither are disappearing off the
scene entirely, and highly competent successors are in place to maintain and develop our work. The
thanks of all involved in county youth rugby goes to them both.

Accreditation, Incorporation, etc
Both initiatives continue to be pushed at a county level and clubs are increasingly seeing the benefit
of going through the necessary steps to achieve the relevant change in status. In a similar vein, the
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ascent to voting club status by Renegades RFC means that every club in Cambridgeshire, with the
exception of the dormant Old Perseans, is now a full voting member of the RFU.

Overall
The season has not been without its challenges, and the opportunity was taken in March to hold an
informal meeting of clubs to discuss how they wished to see the county develop. At that meeting
clubs agreed that the role of the county was a necessary one and that it provided an essential unit of
organisation between the individual clubs and the CB. A plan is being developed to improve
communication, develop a clear focus for the forthcoming season and ensure that the necessary
succession planning is in place to maintain the county’s capacity to add value on behalf of our
member clubs and players.

The 2014 Annual General Meeting will take place on 11 June at Shelford RFC.

Alasdair Bovaird
Cambridgeshire Honorary Secretary
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EASTERN COUNTIES RUGBY UNION
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

For the year ended
31 May 2013

APPENDIX A - FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Chartered Accountants’ Report to the Members on the Unaudited Financial Statements of Eastern
Counties Rugby Union Limited

In accordance with our terms of engagement, we have reviewed the financial statements of Eastern
Counties Rugby Union Ltd (the club) for the year ended 31 May 2013, which comprise the Income
and Expenditure Account, the Balance Sheet and the related notes and confirm that they are in
accordance with the accounting records and information and explanations you have given to us.
As a practising member firm of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW),
we are subject to its ethical and other professional requirements which are detailed at
icaew.com/membershandbook.
This report is made solely to the members of the Committee of Management, as a body, in
accordance with the terms of our engagement. Our work has been undertaken so that we might
review the financial statements that we have been engaged to review, report to the Committee of
Management that we have done so, and state those matters that we have agreed to state to them
in this report in accordance with AAF 2/10 as detailed at icaew.com/compilation and for no other
purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone
other than the club, and it’s Committee of Management, as a body, for our work or for this report.
The Committee of Management is responsible for keeping adequate accounting records and
preparing financial statements that give a true and fair view under the Industrial and Provident
Societies Act 1965 and the Friendly and Industrial and Provident Societies Act 1968. You consider
that the company is exempt from the statutory requirement for an audit for the year.
We have not been instructed to carry out an audit of the financial statements of the club. For this
reason, we have not verified the accuracy of completeness of the accounting records or information
and explanations you have given to us and we do not, therefore, express any opinion on the financial
statements.

Waveney Accountants Ltd
T/A Newman & Co
Chartered Accountants &
Registered Auditors
4b Church Street
Diss
Norfolk
IP22 4DD
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EASTERN COUNTIES RUGBY UNION
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

For the year ended 31 May 2013

Eastern Counties Rugby Union Accounts 2012-13
2012-13 2011-12

Total Total
Income
RFU Base Funding £61,056 £78,601

Schools of Rugby £16,261 £5,741
Long Distance Travel £6,095 £0
Other £30 £2,800

Self Generated Subscriptions £5,134 £3,069
Disciplinary £1,465 £1,724
Interest £1,412 £836
Sponsorship £10,000 £10,000
Other £47 £101,500 £0 £102,771

Expenditure
Women & Girls Rugby £0 £344
Competitions £1,383 £1,365
Community Rugby £1,155 £3,194
All Schools £0 £20,800
Playing & Training £575 £4,671

Cambridge Playing £3,165 £1,055
Norfolk Playing £2,956 £1,935
Suffolk Playing £2,314 £1,030
EC U14's Playing £0 £113
EC U15's Playing £0 £3,377
EC U16's Playing £5,847 £7,389
EC U17's, U18's & 7's Playing £1,810 £5,857
EC U20's Playing £10,763 £9,356
EC Senior XV Playing £8,182 £5,953
EC Women's XV Playing £674 £252
EC Girls U18's Playing £727 £0
EC Girls U15's Playing £1,318 £0

Coaching & Coach Development £402 £1,900
Referees & Referee Development £1,892 £2,259
Volunteers £3,310 £2,428
Clubs Development £110 £680
Schools Development £0 £194
Student/HE/FE Development £240 £26
Equity & Inclusion £163 £0
Safeguarding £529 £2,576
Promotions &Publicity £4,569 £2,044
Governance & Administration £24,487 £23,305

£76,571 £102,102

Corporation Tax (£3,718) £843

Surplus/(Deficit) £21,211 £1,512
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EASTERN COUNTIES RUGBY UNION
BALANCE SHEET

as at 31 May 2013

Note 2013 2012
Accumulated Fund Account
Balance as at 1 June

£145,600 £144,088
Corporation Tax Refund

£843
(Deficit)/Surplus for the year

£21,211 £669

£166,811 £145,600
Represented By:
Current Assets

Stocks 1 £2,612 £1,798

Debtors and
Prepayments 2 £2,046 £9,701

Bank and Cash in Hand 3 £210,443 £215,102 £166,585 £178,084

Less: Current Liabilities
Sundry creditors and
received in advance £48,291 £32,484

£166,811 £145,600
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EASTERN COUNTIES RUGBY UNION
NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS

For the year ended 31 May 2013

2013 2012
£ £

1 STOCKS

Ties etc. 2,150 1,259

Plaques 462 539

2,612 1,798

2 DEBTORS AND PREPAYMENTS

Debtors 717 8,392

Prepayments 1,329 1,309

2,046 9,701

3 CASH AT BANK AND IN HAND

Barclays Bank 192,762 149,285

Lloyds TSB Account 4,152 3,818

National Savings Account 13,517 13,418

Cash in Hand 12 65

210,443 166,585
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